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At a time longer ago than current science of this planet can verify the existence of the planet itself, farther    

  back than imagination has conceived, and long before any recorded history presently available here, this 

  planet held an extremely important place in the functioning process.  The details of what that place was 

is  

  a subject for another time, simply suffice it to say that it served as a major training ground and principal 

  backup to the primary administrative center for one of the five first-level divisions of physical manifesta- 

  tion.  It ranked very high in esteem everywhere, and was an integral part of the ongoing  progress of the 

  process of existence as a whole, with technology, ability, and availability within the process the like of  

  which has not been imagined here in eons of time. 

 

The name by which it was known, and still is to all else, physically and non-physically, except itself, is 

  Heven, and its actuality of the long past time surpasses even the imagined ideas conjured up by mention 

  of the closest sound-alike word still here -- Heaven.  Ponder a moment on the idea that ‘Heaven’ as a 

term 

  of reference did not originate as a way in which to express something beyond reach, or beyond physical- 

  ness, but as an attempt to recall a reality and history and recapture an actuality of connection to the rest of 

  existence by remembrance and re-establishment of origins and foundations long since allowed to be oblit- 

  erated by rampant conscious mind control.  Heven is the planet on which you currently reside, not some 

  utopian paradise ‘out there’ somewhere, and the establishment of its future in proper attunement with its 

  long forgotten, to its residents, past is the objective of the Mission currently in progress here. 

 

This Mission is referred to on an overall basis as Mission to ‘Planet Earth’, and the purpose of this    

  pamphlet is to explain and define what it is, when it began and the reason for its importance.  There are    

  many individuals here who were very specifically trained for this over a considerable period of time, but  

  the lack of guidance, direction and continued training and explanation on a physical basis has allowed the  

  confusion, misinterpretations and conscious mind programs of here to be the controlling factors in your  

  lives and you have forgotten your reason for being here in the first place.  Under the circumstances, it 

has  

  been determined that what is necessary is a reiterations, physically, to the conscious mind directly, of that  

  which you knew before your training began, reinforced through on a non-physical basis, still know. 

 

 

 

Going back to the point, eons ago, when this planet was as it should be, what happened to change that, and  

  how did it get here from there?  Briefly, it was a time of major upheavals within the process as a whole,  

  following the disappearance of the Primary Master of Energy, and there was a great deal of disagreement  

  as to how things should be allowed or directed to progress from there.  During this period, there was 

con- 

  structed  a rather disturbing combination of energies, compiled to perform a specific task at the 

immediate 

  time.  Once this was set on its own to perform, however, it became totally unmanageable and began to  

  wreak immense havoc on anything which attracted its attention.  This conglomeration was known as  

  Ah-loo-cee-varh, Lucifer, an adulteration which could not be considered an individual, but which did 

have  

  the ability to function autonomously and the capability to cause extensive damage in many ways to any- 

  thing with which it made contact.  At a certain point in the ongoing process of disagreement and 

upheaval,  

  the attention of Ah-loo-cee-varh was directed to Heven, and it descended on this planet and most      



 

 

  particularly, its immediate surroundings, although the entire solar system was included, like a raging fury,  

  with absolutely no warning.  In the battle which ensued, two of the three moons of this planet were 

totally  

  destroyed, along with both those of Venus and both those of Mars, while Venus itself and the last    

 

  remaining moon of this planet, the moon, were rendered incapable of supporting life.  The determination  

  was made by the principal leader of this planet that, if he could in any way accomplish it, he would bring  

  the holocaust to an end before it destroyed the entirety of this physical sector and more beyond.  

Ee-rhon-   

  dareh, (by familiar  reference) sacrificed his overall essence existence in totality at that time to drain the 

  attacking energies sufficiently to put a halt to the devastation, although it did not put an end to the   

  existence of Lucifer.  It did, however, cripple it sufficiently for a time to prevent its turning attention  

  anywhere else, and, by the time it had restored sufficient energies to consider further areas was so firmly  

  entrenched here that it basically forgot about everything else.  Because of the major imbalances caused 

to  

  this sector by the ravaging cataclysm of that descent into by Lucifer in the first place, the determination  

  was made not to attempt to pry it loose from here but to work with the individuals cycling through here in  

  whatever fashion possible to maintain connection and stability through the pervasive cloud of confusion  

  that was Lucifer. (For further information regarding the battle, its devastation, effect and aftermath, refer 

to 

  pamphlet entitled From ‘Heaven’ to ‘Earth’; regarding Lucifer, its beginning, effect on Existence, most  

  especially this planet, and final elimination, refer to pamphlet entitled The Story of ‘Lucifer’.) 

 

Throughout the time which followed, much of that assistance was continually attempted to be rendered, in  

  many ways from many levels.  Many far advanced individuals cycled through on relatively regular basis 

  and ongoing  non-physical assistance was standard.  The pervasiveness and subtlety of that cloud was 

so  

  effective, however, that the situation progressively worsened, amplified by the continuing degeneration 

of  

  the balance of the planet and its atmosphere, causing continued decline in the physical structures of all 

life 

  on the planet and the devolution of the planet as a whole.  Over a period of time it became obvious that  

  continued regular cycling through by those of a much greater awareness would provide nothing but the 

  possibility of even greater confusion, and the frequency and regularity was stopped.  There continued to 

be 

  an occasional cycle-through attempt made, and physical visitation when it appeared civilization had  

  advanced sufficiently, both in openness and technology, to accept and work with it, the last of those  

  occurring during the time of Atlantis, approximately l5,000-20,000 years ago, and for a relatively brief  

  period thereafter.  Cycle-through attempts continued, although relatively infrequently, for a longer 

period, 

  most often being only one individual of that much more advanced awareness at a time, and never more  

  than three.  It did not, however, seem to make any solid progress in the desired objective of establishing   

  or maintaining an openness to individual essence and the process, leaving both those who cycled in and 

  those who did not confused and concerned over the reasons for the excessive difficulty and methods of 

  resolution. 

 

Which brings in the subject of Ray-vah Hah-vah-mar JESUS, the last of those of a much greater awareness  

  to attempt to work with this planet on a cycle-through physical lifetime basis, and the catalyst for the  

  Mission.  Having cycled through several times throughout the period of upheaval and confusion, both 

with  

  others and on his own, he was somewhat familiar with the difficulties to be confronted, and felt it worth  

  another attempt at that time, based on the obvious confusions being generated.  He presented his evalu- 

  ations and desire to the overall principal leadership, grained approval of his decision, and entered 

physical 

  lifetime here approximately 1986 years ago, soon finding he was totally unprepared for the extensive  

  differences since he had last been physically present on this planet.  After spending several years 



 

 

searching 

  for someone or something which could assist his understanding of what those differences were, the  

  reasons for them and how to properly adjust, he came to the realization that no one here knew the 

answers 

  to his questions; they did not, in fact, even understand the questions.  With that realization came the first  

  stages of his application of his own higher awareness and ability to break through his own conscious 

mind 

  and physical barriers and attempt to discover the answers for himself.  He found the process of 

awakening 

  himself to be much more difficult than even previous times here, which was always more so than else- 

  where, and much more difficult to maintain.  He did, however, accomplish the majority of the task,  

  although he never quite achieved the amount of ease in maintaining nor the degree of totality he was  

  seeking, and began his attempt to explain it to others. Not being able to completely answer his own   

  questions as to the whats, whys and hows of the difficulties, he merely concentrated on attempting to  

  express the areas requiring change and the state of openness to be strived for and attained to return this 

  place to what it was and should be.  The resistance he met from all quarters totally surprised and baffled 

  him, but he continued to attempt to instruct and guide those who would even begin to listen until the  

 

 ending of that physical lifetime approximately 1950 years ago, almost precisely 37 years after it began.    

 

Upon leaving that lifetime, he reported his experiences and assessments to the overall principal leadership, 

  along with a recommendation that the methods of attempt to work with this place utilized in the past be 

  subjected to major re-evaluation.  Having come greatly to that conclusion themselves, the 

recommendation 

  was taken into immediate consideration and re-evaluation and investigations began for implementation of  

  an entirely different plan of action.  The plan of action which developed from those investigations is the 

  current Mission to Planet Earth. 

 

The growing feeling amongst the hierarchy had been that the continuing cycle-through efforts of those of 

  highly advanced awareness was accomplishing little to nothing of value in either presenting the message  

  or evaluating the reasons the concepts were not understood, and serving only to contribute to the frustra- 

  tion and discouragement of those who tried.  The input given by Hah-vah-mar following his last attempt  

  merely confirmed their thinking on this subject, that the greater one’s awareness, the more frustration 

  experienced from the inability to operated in a normal standard fashion and to get the message 

understood 

  by the people in general.  Even working with a select few was time consuming and trying, since they  

  needed to be taught from the beginning things known elsewhere almost automatically, and, without  

  complete understanding of all the reasons for the difficulty, they could only be told what should be  

  accomplished with very little explanation as to the method, or reasons for failure.  All this had been  

  accomplishing little but to frustrate the individuals themselves, the direct teachers, and the non-physically 

  based guides and assistants attempting to penetrate the cloud overshadowing this planet.  They were all  

  well aware they were required to await the return of the Primary Master of Energy to resolve the situation 

  of Lucifer permanently, but they felt they should be able to, and truly must, accomplish something to  

  reach the individuals populating the planet before the imbalance became so unmanageable as to destroy it 

  entirely.  The normal time cycle for planetary cycle for the planet was quickly approaching, something  

  which had been prevented from completing several times during the period of residence of Lucifer, and  

  the planet had been in the constant process of attempting to stabilize its balance for far too long, making 

it 

  essential that this approaching normal time for it be allowed to complete itself in natural fashion.  This, 

as 

  well as other factors, required an awakening of the people be accomplished to allow for the working with  

  the process, and each other, instead of against it, in a rather brief period of time.  All of these factors 

con- 

  tributed to the re-evaluation made of the methods utilized and investigation and assessment of the  

  adjusted plans to be implemented.  

 



 

 

The initial determinations for the new program were that there needed to be a large number of individuals 

  involved, and that those to be physically present on the planet could not be of much greater awareness  

  levels than the average for the population, although they would of necessity need to be of greater open- 

  ness, with a thorough background training of what was needed on the planet at this time and, as much as 

  possible from what was known, an understanding of the difficulties to be encountered.  It was also deter- 

  mined that individuals would only be included on a voluntary basis, with proper screening and selection  

  from those who volunteered. 

 

Four categories were established for the implementation: 

            

          Individuals on other planets 

 

                those individuals who had either not had physical lifetime on this planet at all, or not for 

                some time, at the time the training began, their training to be given exclusively on other 

                planets, cycling in here either one lifetime preceding, for familiarization, or at the 

immediate 

                time of their participation in the implementation 

                     

           Individuals trained here and elsewhere 

 

                 those individuals who were, like the first group, unfamiliar with physical lifetime here at 

                 the time the training began, but, unlike the other group, would be trained by combination  

 

                of physical lifetimes here and elsewhere to assist in the familiarization process and bridging   

                the gap in understanding    

 

             Individuals of Planet Earth trained non-physically 

      

                   those individuals who had spent several lifetimes here at the time the training began, but 

                   were aware of the problems and dedicated to doing what they could to resolve them, 

                   wishing to continue to be physically present here for whatever contribution they could 

                   make, receiving their training in strictly non-physical form 

           

             Individuals of advanced levels of awareness primarily involved with the direct training 

 

                   those individuals of advanced levels of awareness and understanding who were  

                    primarily involved with the direct training of those in the other three categories; 

                    those individuals who would have the the primary responsibility for overseeing 

                    the Mission in all senses other than being physically present on this planet 

                    themselves; and/or those individuals who would operate from a strictly non- 

                    physical base for the purpose of assisting in whatever fashion possible 

 

The first three categories are those individuals assigned to be physically present on this planet at specific 

   times within the implementation for execution of their responsibilities, the fourth being those either 

   strictly non-physically based, or physically based elsewhere, during the implementation for the purpose 

   of overseeing and assisting in the progress of the Mission 

 

The total number of individuals to be selected for each of the three categories to be physically present here 

  during the inplementation was determined at the normal average population of a standard functioning   

  planet, or 3,772-080.  The implementation was determined to take place in three stages, surrounding the 

  projected time-frame of planetary cycle, the first to provide preliminary understandings and basic found- 

  ations during the preparation time preceding, the second to provide solidarity of understanding and  

  stability of direction through the process itself and preliminary leadership afterwards, and the third to  

  provide the leadership and direction for the major rebuilding to be done following stabilization.  Each of 

  the three categories was then divided into three sections, one for implementation of each of the three  

  stages, resulting in the total number of individuals assigned to each stage being, again, the normal 



 

 

average 

  standard population of other planets -- 3,772,080.  Timing for cycyle-in of each stage was delineated in  

  24-year blocks, with a four-year space between, those of the first section being currently in the age range  

  of about 25-50, the second section, not yet completed, being in the approximate range of newborn to 20, 

  and the third section not yet begun.  This age range delineation is most apparent among  individuals of  

  other planets, their lack of familiarity with this planet directly seeming to indicate a requirement for a 

more 

  defined grouping, the intention being that their closeness in age, as well as training, would assist them in 

  maintaining stability of purpose and in joining together physically with each other, and, from there, with  

  others of the Mission once they cycled in.  The remaining two categories do not fall as completely into 

the 

  above-stated ranges, allowing for more overlap and span of time, because of their greater familiarity with 

  here, with the intention that they could thereby better assist in bridging the gap in understanding how to 

  function within the environment of this planet.  In addition, there was a preliminary group of individuals  

  on other planets selected and trained to cycle in earlier than the first section of the actual implementation  

  to assist in opening certain avenues of technology and expression for, and working with the training of,  

  the first section as it arrived.  The total number of individuals of this group was 620, many of whom 

have 

  already cycled out again, those remaining being in the approximate age range of 60-90. 

 

This, then, was the plan, carefully constructed and painstakingly executed, all training specifically guided  

  and directed to ensure proper understanding, the purpose and objectives of the Mission consistently  

  explained and reiterated throughout the training period, with admonitions given, both physically and non- 

  physically throughout the training, and continuing from a non-physical base even during implementation,  

  not to forget the basic foundation of Universal Principles on which all of that training, and overall Exist- 

 

  ence itself, is based.  What, then, went wrong?  Why has the Mission as planned and trained for not 

even  

  been effectively begun?   

 

 

For many years the Mission Overseeing Administration, and all of the individuals of advanced levels of  

  awareness involved with direct training, have questioned, and continued to attempt to pass on under- 

  standings and break the confusion, without being able to understand where the problem actually began, 

  what was being missed, or why their explanations seemed to accomplish nothing, or generate even more 

  confusion.  It became increasingly apparent as time progressed that the Mission was not being properly 

  implemented on a physical basis, that not only were those trained not seeming to accomplish the relieving 

  of the confusion and misguidance of others here, they were becoming confused themselves.  They had, 

  apparently, done what they were admonished many times not to do -- forgotten their origins, forgotten 

  their training, and become enmeshed in the cloud of confusion that was pervasively surrounding this  

  planet.  And the continuing question was:  Why? 

 

It was finally determined that the only way to find the answer, and discover a method to resolve the situ- 

  ation, was by direct physical involvement, through contact and observation, by someone who had not 

  cycled in but came directly from that overall base.  Indirect contact had been attempted, through non- 

  physical communication, and had provided nothing but further question and confusion. 

 

With the time-frame of these conclusions, as it appeared all plausible had been attempted, to no apparent 

  avail, and no immediate further reasonable possibilities for progressive action seemed available, came the 

  long-awaited return of the Primary Master of Energy.  The entry into direct involvement with this 

Mission, 

  although neither expected nor requested, by that Primary Hand delivered new direction and guidance to  

  those with overall responsibility for it.  Lucifer was permanently removed from existence, lifting one  

  major blemish and obstacle from the functioning process, and the question of method and type of direct 

  action here was quickly resolved and implemented. 

 



 

 

From that direct contact, interacting within the environment, yet maintaining a view from outside the  

  environment, many things began to be seen, identified and, finally, understood..  The first, most 

noticeable 

  of these was the vast difference in language.  Although it was known that there was a difference, the 

extent 

  of that difference was not realized, nor was there any cognizance of the number of, and variation in, the 

  languages that are here, and the totality of the complete involvement with a single, strictly physical 

  language, to the exclusion of all others, even to include that which is the communication link to 

individual 

  essence/soul and, thereby, to the rest of Existence, was not even conceived.  The next, most important  

  identification, and the one most difficult to come to understand, as there is no similarity and, therefore, no 

  basis for comparison anywhere else, was the totally rampant complete control exerted by the conscious  

  mind. 

 

Beginning at birth, the conscious mind accepts input generated from those to whom it automatically looks 

  for guidance and direction, such as parents, teachers and other such figures of authority and knowledge.   

  This is a normal and natural process, as it is specifically balanced to do so, based on the assumption that  

  the proper guidance will be given, which, on all other planets, it is.  Here, however it is not guidance, it 

is 

  programming, it is not direction, it is control.  The lack of openness and understanding so prevalent here 

  for so long causes the parents, teachers, and other such figures to know no better than to program the  

  young child’s mind with the programs and fears they carry themselves.  The conscious mind absorbs 

these  

  and makes them its own, searching for guidelines by which to establish its identity.  As time progresses,  

  with the underlying knowledge that this programmed identity is not real, it becomes more and more fear- 

  ful of losing it, not knowing how to find the proper guidance to learn how to replace it, and it begins to 

  exert more and more control, on itself and others, in order to validate a reality it has never even known.  

In 

  this vicious circle, it becomes ever more closed off from the true reality of individual essesnce/soul and  

  the rest of the process of Existence.  The very idea of the possibility of such a situation is completely  

  inconceivable to those elsewhere, who operate always from a base of openness and overall 

communication 

  or, particularly, to those operating strictly non-physically. 

 

In the discovery and definition of this situation came many keys to the understanding of why this planet has 

  been so difficult to transform.  Concepts considered elementary and basic foundations from which to 

build 

  understanding are not even cursorily known here, and some of the few valid overall ideas which do 

remain  

  are so badly misrepresented as to be unrecognizable, the rest being so fragmented as to be totally 

incapable  

  of creating even a partial understanding of what it is really all about. 

 

Approaching from the base of that overall objective viewpoint, having direct contact with what is really  

  happening on this planet, much has been understood and much has been determined, beginning with the 

  fact that maintaining a direct hand is essential in order to establish a physical explanation and direction 

  to correspond with the training and non-physical support already established.  With this determination, 

  and the initial groundwork physically prepared to provide these explanations, the initial output, from a 

  non-physical base, strongly reminded those trained for this of that training and advised that they 

remember 

  the unity they had before entering this lifetime and the foundations they stood upon, admonishing that  

  they draw from that base, solid within individual essence/soul, and redirect the conscious mind to seek 

that 

  which corresponds, and, from there, continue learning that which they are here to do.  During the period 

  June through August, 1983, those non-physical reminders and admonitions were transmitted intensively 

to 



 

 

  those trained for this.  The individuals were specifically instructed, individual essence/soul directly, to  

  cease attempting to incorporate the input from the conscious mind confusion, which was serving to do 

  nothing but to confuse the issues on an overall basis, within individual essence/soul, and return to the 

base 

  of solidarity, unity and understanding with which this lifetime was entered.  Individual essence/soul was  

  then directed, with guidance and understanding as to how to effectuate it, to insistently impress upon the 

  conscious mind that fact that the understandings, explanations, guidance and assistance so long sought for 

  the proper implementation of the Mission is now physically present to provide it, and to motivate the 

  conscious mind to seek it, and be satisfied only with that which truly and succinctly completely correlates 

  with what individual essence/soul knows to be, not what the conscious mind had been taught, or wishes 

to  

  see. 

   

The difficulty has been that, even with the background and training given for this Mission, there has been 

no 

  direct guidance available to and for the conscious mind training on a physical basis once an individual   

  cycles in for a lifetime here.  In that lack has been the reason for the multiplicity of pathways, each  

  providing just another conscious mind interpretation of some small part of the true reality, all breeding 

  nothing but confusion because of the contradictions, with nothing available to explain how they all fit  

  together and are attempting to reference the same basic concepts.  This has led to confusion and 

question- 

  ing of that which those of you trained for this thought you knew, and you have proceeded to allow your- 

  selves to be trapped into placing conscious mind parameters and definitions on yourselves and your life, 

  based on the way things are here, rather than realizing the reason you are here is to change the way here  

  thinks things are and should be to the way you have been trained and know it is and should be, not to  

  allow the conscious mind parameters of this place to change you.  

 

This kind of confusion is what this Mission is dedicated to correcting, and the vast majority of those trained 

  for it have your heads buried in the sand.  Even those who have raised your heads slightly are still 

viewing 

  everything through half-closed eyes.  The primary objective of this Mission was, and remains, to provide 

  understanding to the people of this planet of how things function on an overall basis, how that is  

  reflected in other physical places, as it once was here, what is now happening on this planet, what the 

  process of planetary cycle is and how to adapt to it and work with it instead of fearing and attempting to 

  avoid or change it, how to properly function as an integral part of that overall process by opening up in  

  the correct and total fashion as known elsewhere, and other such basic foundations of life as it truly  

  should be.  It is time to remember and reflect what you are and are here for, to recognized how your con- 

  scious mind parameters, pictures and wish dreams have gotten in you way, as they have all the others so 

  diligently trained for this.  Accept that it is not too late to begin truly doing what you are here to do. 

Allow 

  your training to come through.  You volunteered, you were selected, you have been thoroughly, expertly 

  trained, in as much as could be taught you at the time, the continuation of which is here for you now, the 

  guidance and direction you have sought has arrived.  This is not a time to be waiting, or thinking of  

 

 

 leaving, it is a time to get serious and start performing.  The place is here.  The time is NOW 

 
 

From original pamphlet Mission to ‘Planet Earth’ omitting Eh k’entoo and substituting phonetic sound for 

better understanding.   

Can be ordered in original format with Eh k’entoo -- dated 6 February 2011 from  

  AWAKENING AWARENESS, P.O.Box 1865, Prescott, Arizona 86302, U.S.A.   

E/mail:  AwakeningAwareness@yayoo.com -   

Website:  www.AwakeningAwareness.com.  

 

 

http://www.awakeningawareness.com/


 

 

 

   

 

 

             

                

  

   

                               

 


